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There is a power-up tool in the Alternative-Reality dimension known as
"Dungeon Dice" that can be played with by Link Monsters that exceed their
Level 4 threshold and successfully attack another monster, its effect will be
successful. These monsters can also be used in conjunction with the card

"Power Up" to perform its power-ups on monsters instead of needing to be
targeted. The "Dungeon Dice" allows players to use "Spellbooks" on their

opponent's face-down cards to search their Deck for Spells that they can use.
This is known as the "Search" function. "Dungeon Dice" have an effect that if

used will remove the effect of a Spell Card or Trap Card and if their attack fails,
their ATK will be restored to the original ATK of the monster used. A good

example of this would be the Link Monster "Mushroom Manju" who is Level 4,
and its ATK is 2500. Being a Level 4 Link Monster, it has the ability to be played
with a 'Player's Deck', which allows it to perform the effect and its attack to be

successful. But, if it were to use that effect to attack a monster, with the
monster having a Level 5 or greater, it would destroy the monster. In order to
"not" have it destroy the monster, "Dungeon Dice" allows it to use the effect
that gives the monster its original ATK back to 2500, to have the attack be

successful. It does this by removing the effect of the monster from the card and
restoring the ATK back to 2500. The Eye is later stolen by Pegasus, who reveals
himself to be the Ix. He reveals that is obsessed with Yami, and sets his sights
on Yami's Millennium Puzzle. He uses his Eye to defeat and steal Yami's soul.

He also makes plans to meet up with Mayuri, Kaiba, and Goenitz, who are
currently at the Duelists Kingdom. At the end of the Duel, the now-powerful
Pegasus challenges Kaiba to a Duel for the fate of the world. To everyone's

relief, Kaiba is able to block Pegasus with his own Ix and use the Eye to be able
to see Pegasus' cards and successfully defeat him. Since Kaiba now has the

power of the Eye, he provides a physical warning to Pegasus, stating that any
who lay a hand on him will also be destroyed. Pegasus, infuriated at Kaiba and

his Eye, attacks Kaiba with no regard to the millions of lives at stake. But before
Pegasus can do anything else, the Eye breaks and Kaiba regains his soul. Yami
then realizes his opportunity and uses the Millennium Eye to defeat Pegasus,

with his own soul kept safe by the Eye.
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pegasus the illusion (mod) (pc) offers
a score of 6000 extra points. the

pegasus the illusion (mod) (pc) is a
level 3 monster with a level 4 effect.

this is quite a tough card to achieve. a
lot of skill and luck is required to find
it, and even after that, it can be hard

to actually play it. even if you do
achieve it, you will probably never be
able to use it. however, it's worth the
effort if you can. if you are looking for

the pegasus the illusion (mod) (pc)
card, and you don't have it yet, we
have it available right now. you can

download it from our website. the file
is in the same format as the card, and

you can use the yu-gi-oh! power of
chaos! app to play it. you can check
out the instructions for this card by
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looking at the description of the card
above. you can also use the same file

to unlock the pegasus the illusion
(mod) (pc) card at the character shop.

the time required to complete the
quest is about a week. you can find
this card in the puzzle time shop.

another way to get this card is to play
the yu-gi-oh! power of chaos! mobile
game on your mobile device. you can

check out some of the yu-gi-oh!
power of chaos! mobile game by

clicking the link below. if you play the
game, you can get this card. the time

required to complete the quest is
about a week. you can find this card
in the puzzle time shop. if you have

any problems with the yu-gi-oh!
power of chaos! app, please contact
us in the comments section. also, if

you have any problems with our
website, then don't hesitate to

contact us in the comments section.
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pegasus the illusion is a new card
from ygopchops who takes the classic
pegasus the king of cyberspace and
changes it to a new playable legend.

it can be used at the beginning of
your opponent's turn for the cost of 4

life points to make your opponent
discard 1 of their top 5 cards and you

gain 1 atk. 5ec8ef588b
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